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TT No.91: Mike Latham - Saturday 12 April 2014: Stagecoach West of Scotland 

League Central Division First: Neilston Juniors 2-0 Maryhill; Attendance: 90 (h/c); 

Admission: £4; Golden goal ticket: £1; No programme; FGIF Match Rating: 4*. 

High on the East Renfrewshire hills above Barrhead lies the village of Neilston, a 

community of around 5,000 people who enjoy spectacular views and the 

vicissitudes of the best and worst of Scottish weather. A short visit here displayed 

that fact- interspersed with outbreaks of bright sunshine were spells of cold, 

driving rain helped along by an icy wind.  

Neilston Juniors were formed in 1945 and play at the Brig O’Lea Stadium at the far 

end of Main Street. The welcome message at the gate refers to them as the 

Farmers’ Boys. It’s a ground, so I was informed that may not be around forever due 

to the increasing housing developments in the village and I was keen to visit.   

A covered enclosure along the far side provides welcome respite from the worst of 

the elements and a tea hut operates alongside the dressing rooms on the near side. 

Many of the locals, huddle from the elements along the wall that backs on to Main 

Street, the far end goal with its grassed bank is unpopulated.  

Neilston went into this game behind on their fixtures but still with realistic 

chances of promotion against a Maryhill side third from bottom of a tight, 

competitive league. They had to work hard for this victory, both goals coming in 

the closing stages of a fiercely competitive game and thereby hangs a story.  

It’s commonplace to pay admission at a Juniors game and then be offered raffle 

tickets as soon as you enter the ground. A refusal can sometimes offend. Neilston 

sell golden goal tickets and my friend and I bought one apiece. He got one stating 

that if the game ended score-less he would win £30, mine was 81 minutes. With 

our experience of many a goal-laden Juniors game behind us we thought neither of 

us had a chance of winning.  

But the longer the game went on the greater our opportunities increased. At half-

time it was 0-0 and the locals queuing at the tea bar, where excellent Scotch pies 

and hot drinks were cheerfully dispensed were none too pleased. Attacking the 

Main Street end Neilston finally broke through in the closing stages with a well-

worked goal, then added another- a delicious curling shot into the far corner- in 

added time.  

I remembered my ticket and 81 minutes. On closer inspection it stated the goal-

time would be decided by the referee. Come the end of the game and in the 

absence of any announcement I wandered over to the pavilion and enquired of the 

referee- who had a fine game by the way- of the goal time. He was none the wiser. 

‘I don’t have to record goal-times at this level of football,’ he replied.  

The man collecting the corner flags, so the tea lady informed me was now the man 

to mither. ‘I’ll ask the referee,’ he relied. ‘Don’t bother,’ I said. ‘He doesn’t 



know.’ Independent verification from the webmaster was decided upon. ‘About 82 

minutes,’ he said when asked. ‘What time have you got?’ ’81,’ I replied. ‘Pay up,’ 

he instructed the man with the flags. Happy days, £30 to the good we wended our 

way homewards. Don’t worry I’ll put it back in to the Club by way of a match ball 

sponsorship. I enjoyed my visit to Neilston, a friendly, atmospheric ground and a 

game that always held the interest. A visit here comes recommended. 
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